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What's needed is not groveling compliance
to accepted values. A planet can't survive like
that. What's needed is a restraint born of a higher
awareness, a sense of the Divine. A sense of awe
for what lies within another human being and
within the creatures we consume. An awareness
of something higher than our own minds of
a transcendence within the very ground upon
which we tread.
A universal ethic born of such awareness is
more than just a goal for the future. It is the
only way humankind can continue to survive
on this planet right now.
And it is humanity's step over the threshold
of a new era.
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Editorial

O

n the first day of Rosh Hashana, in the
Haftorah, the prophet Jeremiah declares
in G-d’s name: “I remember the devotion
of your youth, how as a bride you loved me and
followed me through the wilderness, through an
unsown land.”
Jews were the people willing to travel toward the
unknown. Judaism began with two epic journeys,
one by Abraham and Sarah, the other in the days of
Moses. And note that both journeys were in exactly
the opposite direction to the one we would expect.
Normally people travel toward centres of civilisation.
Abraham and Moses travelled away from the
greatest civilisations of their day. Jews are akshanim,
obstinate, counter-cultural. If the rest of the world
is going one way, Jews go the other.
So when people worshipped power, Jews stood up
for the powerless. When societies were rigidly
hierarchal, Jews taught that we each have equal
dignity. When 90% of Europe was illiterate, Jews
built schools to ensure that each of their children
had an education. When the vast majority of
humanity lived in poverty, Jews practised the
principle of tzedakah, the duty of those who have
more than they need to share with those who
have less.
Judaism is the counter-voice in the human
conversation. To be a Jew is to be an iconoclast,
challenging the taken-for granted assumptions of
our time, willing to break the idols of the age.
Jews pioneered time and again. To quote the
historian Paul Johnson, “To the Jews we owe the
idea of equality before the law, both divine and
human; of the sanctity of life and the dignity of the
human person; of the individual conscience and so
of personal redemption; of the collective conscience
and so of social responsibility; of peace as an
abstract ideal and love as the foundation of justice,
and many other items which constitute the basic
moral furniture of the human mind.”
But the foundational discovery that led to all the
others was the idea of a G-d not within nature but
beyond it, a G-d therefore who could not be seen
but could none the less be heard, a G-d who,
transcending the physical universe, summons us to
transcend the purely physical universe of human
desires and reflexes that have, throughout the ages,
led people to violence, cruelty and injustice.

Jews were different. We still are. Unlike atheists, we
believe that the universe, and human life, have a
purpose. Unlike Christians and Muslims we believe
that you don’t have to belong to our religion to have
a relationship with G-d or a place in heaven.
Judaism doesn’t believe that humans are tainted
by original sin. It is a religion of questions and
arguments: we don’t believe that the highest state
is blind obedience, silencing the intellect G-d gave
us when He made us in His image.
Unlike today’s secularists, we don’t believe that
morality is relative, or that marriage is just one
lifestyle choice among many, or that there can be
rights without responsibilities. And unlike today’s
materialists, we don’t believe that human beings are
just accidental configurations of selfish genes, that
our noblest thoughts are no more than electrical
impulses in the brain, and that our dreams, hopes,
visions and aspirations are mere illusions and
self-deceptions.
Jews were different. They still are different. Judaism
is about the dignity of difference. Throughout
history Jews were the only people who consistently
refused to assimilate to the dominant culture or
convert to the majority faith. Jews were often a
minority to teach the world that G-d cares about the
rights of minorities. And to teach all of us that the
majority is not always right, nor is the conventional
wisdom always wise.
That has meant that we have often been disliked.
People hate to see their prejudices disturbed. But the
world needs its dissenting voices – and that, is what
we are.

u
Nechama, Itchy and Zeldie join me in wishing you
and yours all the best in the coming year. May we
merit the final redemption without delay.
Shana Tova!

Rabbi New
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All MTC activities and programs on that particular day are attributed to the day’s sponsor. Each sponsorship
is recognized on our website; in our weekly Mosaic Express and in this magazine. The sponsorship amount is
$1800 per day and is billed annually, creating a consistent form of annuity contributing to MTC’s financial stability.
BE A PART OF THE TEAM THAT MTC CAN RELY ON. CALL ITCHY AND BECOME A PROUD MTC SPONSOR!

Tishrei 1

Howard Damie in honour of the yartzeit
of Elinore Damie

Tishrei 2

Ruben Dubrofsky in honour of the yartzeit
of Frances Dubrofsky, obm

Tishrei 7

Shmuel and Chani Gniwisch in honour
of the birthday of Shaina

Tishrei 12

Shmuel and Chani Gniwisch in honour
of the birthday of Yosef Chaim

Tishrei 16

Stanley and Carole Satov in honour
of the yartzeit of Mr. Sam Pockrass, obm

Kislev 30

November 11 Joey Adler in honour of the birthday
of Fred Berdugo
November 14 Evan and Osnat Feldman in honour of
the birthday of Olivia Raquel
November 24 Cola Families in honour of the birthday of
Kimberly Stacey
Teves 2

Cola Families in honour of the birthday of Edward Israel
Cola and Cons Families in honour of the yartzeit
of Mr. David Cola, obm

Tishrei 19

David and Laurie Puterman in honour of
the yarzeit of Avraham ben Yehia, obm

Teves 3

Tishrei 21

Rae Slomovic and Betty Gomolinsky in honour
of the yartzeit of Mr. Dovid ben Chaim, obm

Teves 4

Cola and Cons Families in honour of the yartzeit
of Mrs. Franka Cola, obm

Tishrei 28

Arthur and Marion Levitt in honour of the yarzeit
of Chaim Moshe Gedaliah ben Yakov Halevi, obm

Teves 5

David & Lisa Medina in honour of the birthday of
their son Levi Yitzchak

Teves 18

Frances and Gerald Kessner in honour of
the yartzeit of Mrs. Bessie Miller, obm

Teves 20

Frank Farkas in honour of the yartzeit of
Mrs. Clara Farkas, obm

Teves 21

Shmuel and Chani Gniwisch in honour of
the birthday of Moshe Yisroel

September 16 Joey Adler in honour of the birthday of Louis Adler
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Adam and Jaclyn Bergman in honour of
the yartzeit of Angela Bergman

Cheshvan 3

Adam and Jaclyn Bergman in honour of
the yartzeit of Richard Bergman

Cheshvan 5

Eddy and Trudy Goldberg in honour of
the yartzeit of Mr. Max Goldberg, obm

Cheshvan 7

Slomovic Family in honour of the yartzeit
of Mr. Yakov Yehuda ben Tzvi, obm

December 19 Cola Families in honour of the birthday
of Warren Paul

Cheshvan 23 David and Laurie Puterman in honour of
the birthday of Ateret Malka

December 21 Joey Adler in honour of the birthday
of Simon Berdugo

October 15

Joey Adler in honour of the birthday
of Lee Berdugo

Shevat 3

Frank Farkas in honour of the yartzeit of
Mr. William Farkas, obm

October 22

Cola Families in honour of the birthday of
Michelle Lindsey

Shevat 23

Joey Adler in honour of the yartzeit of
Mr. Lou Adler, obm

October 24

Howard and Gloria Richman in honour of
the birthday of Mr. Reuben Richman

Shevat 27

Cola Families in honour of the birthday of
Jennifer Devorah

Kislev 3

Barry Schwartz in honour of the yartzeit
of Mrs. Claire Schwartz, obm

January 4

Cola Families in honour of the birthday of
Adam Joshua

Kislev 9

Lawrence Gitnick in honour of the Yarzeit
of Bernard Gitnick, obm

Adar 3

Cons Families in honour of the birthday of Gabriella
Corey and Karen Eisenberg in honour of the
yartzeit of Mr. Stanley Ralph Eisenberg, obm

Kislev 14

Cola Families in honour of the birthday of
Jason Benjamin

Adar 7

Kislev 17

Barry Schwartz in honour of the yartzeit of
Mr. Hyman Schwartz, obm

Adar 10

Cons Families in honour of the birthday of
David and Victoria

Kislev 20

The Lieberman Family in honour of the yartzeit
of Aron Lieberman

Adar 14

Catherine Claman in honour of the yartzeit
of Abraham Claman

Kislev 22

David and Laurie Puterman in honour of
the birthday of Ovadia Shalom

Adar 15

David and Laurie Puterman in honour of
Laurie's birthday

Adar 22

Hershey and Laurie Goldenblatt in honour of
the yartzeit of Mrs. Sarah Goldenblatt, obm

Adar 22

Michael and Elza Hirsch in honour of Elza's birthday Sivan 1

Adar 26

Martin Halickman in honour of the yartzeit
of Mr. Isadore Halickman, obm

April 25

Joey Adler in honour of the birthday of Jarrid Adler
Shaya and Tuky Treitel in honour of the yartzeit
of Menashe ben Yitzchok Mayer, obm

Sivan 15

Cons Families in honour of the birthday of Olivia

Sivan 17

Shmuel and Chani Gniwisch in honour of
the birthday of Chaya Mushka

Adar 26

David and Lisa Medina in honour of their
wedding anniversary

Sivan 21
February 9

Evan and Osnat Feldman in honour of
the birthday of Benjamin

David and Laurie Puterman in honour of
the birthday of Yisroel

Sivan 21

February 21 Evan and Osnat Feldman in honour of
the birthday of Jack Isaac

Shaya and Tuky Treitel in honour of
the yarzeit of Eliezer Dovid ben Shlomo, obm

Sivan 22

Ronald Pearl in honour of the yartzeit of
Mrs. Goldie Pearl, obm

Nisan 10

Peter and Marla Veres in honour of
the yartzeit of Mr. Andre Veres, obm

Nisan 17

Philip and Edie Friedman in honour of
the yartzeit of Mrs. Lucy Friedman, obm

May 6

Mark Lazar in honour of the birthday of Shira Lazar

May 11

Cola families in honour of the birthday of
Jeremy Samuel

May 15

Joey Adler in honour of the birthday of Sary Berdugo

May 24

Joey Adler in honour of the birthday of Joanna Adler

May 29

Joey Adler in honour of the birthday of Lauren Adler

Nisan 24

Cons Families in honour of the birthday
of Shimmy

Nisan 24

Michael and Elza Hirsch in honour of
Rochel’s birthday

Nisan 27

Cons Families in honour of the birthday of Joelle
Tamuz 6

March 1

Joey Adler in honour of the birthday
of Samuel Joshua Gilbert

Fred & Nathalie Abitbol in honour of the birthday
of Nathalie Abitbol

Tamuz 11

Iyar 2

Michael and Barbara Chernack in honour of
the yarzeit of Mrs. Yetta Chernack, obm

David and Laurie Puterman in honour of
the birthday of Anaelle Bracha

Tamuz 11

Iyar 5

Sara Eldor in honour of her birthday

David and Laurie Puterman in honour of
their wedding anniversary

Iyar 7

Stanley and Carole Satov in honour of
the yartzeit of Mrs. Miriam Satov, obm

Tamuz 14

Greenberg Family in honour of the yartzeit
of Harold Greenberg

Iyar 12

Stanley and Carole Satov in honour of
the yartzeit of Mrs. Dorothy Pockrass, obm

Tamuz 22

Cons Families in honour of the birthday of Samuel

June 18

Cola Families in honour of the birthday of Mandy Sara

Iyar 13

Cons families in honour of the birthday
of Isaac Akiva

June 25

Ricky and Rachelle Merovitz in honour of
their wedding anniversary

Iyar 13

Julius and Terry Suss in honour of the yartzeit
of Mr. Marcus Suss, obm

Av 2

Iyar 14

Cons Families in honour of the birthday of Hannah

Tommy Schnurmacher in honour of the yarzeit of Rabbi
Miklos Schnurmacher, Harav Michoel ben Ephraim, obm

Iyar 16

Martin and Joelle Sacksner in honour of the yartzeit Av 12
of Mr. Yaakov Dovid ben Moshe Chaim, obm

David, Lisa and Danielle Medina in honour of
the birthday of Amalya Chavah

Iyar 19

Catherine Claman in honour of the yartzeit
of Mary Claman

Elul 3

Cons Families in honour of the birthday of Joshua

Elul 10

Shaya and Tuky Treitel in honour of the yartzeit
of Tzivia bas Yekusiel Yehuda, obm

Elul 12

Stanley and Carole Satov in honour of the yartzeit
of Mr. Richard Satov, obm

Elul 15

David and Laurie Puterman in honour of
David's birthday

Elul 19

Shaya and Tuky Treitel in honour of the yarzeit
of Golda Gestetner, obm

Elul 28

Frances and Gerald Kessner in honour of
the yarzeits of Tova Kessner, obm and
Avrohom Yakov Kessner, obm Elul 28

Iyar 19

Julius and Terry Suss in honour of the yartzeit
of Mrs. Bella Suss, obm

Iyar 20

Hershey and Laurie Goldenblatt in honour of
the yartzeit of Mr. Lester Edward Goldenblatt, obm

Iyar 23

David and Laurie Puterman in honour of
the birthday of Yehuda

Iyar 23

Arthur and Marion Levitt in honour of
the yartzeit of Mrs. Lillian Levitt Shuchat, obm

Iyar 24

George Galambos in honour of the yartzeit
of Mrs. Aniko Galambos, obm

Iyar 27

Michael and Elza Hirsch in honour of
Yitzchak Laivi’s birthday

Elul 28

David and Karen Merovitz in honour of
their wedding anniversary

April 6

Jerry and Roslyn Convoy in honour of the reunion
of brothers Jerry and Yehoshua after 63 years

August 9

Joey Adler in honour of the birthday of
Noah Jacob Berdugo

April 8

Joey Adler in honour of her birthday

August 15

Joey Adler in honour of the birthday of Mitchell Adler

April 15

Joey Adler in honour of the birthday
of Lou Adler, of blessed memory
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Source of All Influence
by DR. NISSAN MINDEL

From 1938-1999, Dr. Mindel
merited to serve two Rebbes –
the sixth Rebbe, Rabbi Yosef
Yitzchak Schneerson and his
successor and seventh Rebbe,
Rabbi Menachem Mendel
Schneerson – as personal
secretary responsible for their
correspondence in several
languages, as their emissary on
numerous missions and as
prolific writer of Chassidic
literature for young and old.
Dr. Mindel’s writings have
spanned the gamut from
children’s magazines which he
edited for forty seven years
to Chabad philosophy for the
serious scholar. His elegant and
lucid writing on many vital
topics of Jewish interest has
earned him universal appeal
and a respected place among
the Jewish writers of the
twentieth century.

10 Cheshvan 5734
Dr. -------Minneapolis, MN 55403
Dear Dr. -----,
Thank you for your letter of Oct. 29, and your patience
regarding your inquiry about the relationship
between Judaism and the signs of the zodiac.

All in the Stars
Regarding your above inquiry, it is a topic that
requires more space and time than this letter
permits. Nonetheless, I will endeavor to answer your
question by setting forth a few general principles,
or “chapter headings.”
1) The zodiac, as you know, is an imaginary belt
in the sky, representing twelve constellations,
through which the sun and major planets move
in the course of the year. Each constellation,
occupying 30 degrees, is represented by a
sign, nearly all of which are named after an
animal (hence “zodiac,” from the Greek zoon, a
living creature).
2) The ancient Chaldeans, Babylonians, Egyptians,
etc., deified and worshipped the sun, moon,
planets and stars. This was natural enough,
seeing the tremendous power of the sun and
moon in their direct influence on the seasons,
weather, crops, tides, etc. They assumed therefore that these heavenly bodies and, indeed, all
planets and stars exercised vital influences on
nature, including themselves, i.e. mankind as
part of nature. The twelve signs of the zodiac
formed the basis for a type of fortune telling
called astrology, and gave rise to various other
notions, as well as superstitions. One of the basic
beliefs stemming from this idolatry is “fatalism,”
namely that the character, conduct and destiny
of a person are predetermined by the star under
which he is born.
3) Needless to say, the entire concept of idolatry
and all that is connected with it is repugnant to
Judaism, which is based on monotheism in its
purest form — the existence of one G-d (without
partners, not to mention independent powers or
deities), the sole Creator of the entire universe,
including the heavenly bodies, and the sole Ruler
and Master of the world.
4) Jewish monotheism goes back to the father of
our Jewish nation, Abraham. Though he was
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born in the midst of an idolatrous world, he
soon rejected idolatry and proclaimed the
existence of One G-d, and dedicated himself
completely to His service.
5) By attaching himself to G-d and placing himself
under G-d’s direct care, Abraham transcended
the forces of nature and the influence of the
stars. Thus we read in the sidra [portion] of last
Shabbos, “And G-d brought Abram outside,” etc.
(Gen. 15:5). Our Sages (see Rashi ad loc.) see
here an allusion to the fact that G-d took
Abraham out of the influence of the stars,
assuring him that regardless of what the stars
may say about his fate, the new Abraham, the
believer in G-d, and his children after him, would
not be subject to the laws of nature, but would
be under the direct providence of G-d Himself.
6) The above was clearly demonstrated when,
after centuries of enslavement in Egypt, in
a completely idolatrous culture, they were
liberated by Divine intervention, in defiance of
all the laws of nature, through a series of
obvious miracles (the ten plagues, crossing of
the sea, etc.). And when they were given the
Torah at Sinai seven weeks later, the first two
of the Ten Commandments proclaimed the
unity and omnipotence of G-d, and the prohibition of any form of idolatry, as the very basis
of Judaism.
7) Humanity at large, having rejected the Torah,
continued under the influence of the stars and
the laws of nature, though, of course, these are
no more than the agents and instruments of
G-d. The Jewish people, however, by virtue of
their attachment to G-d and His Torah, are, as
mentioned above, not subject to the laws of
nature, in the same way as gentile nations. The
miraculous existence of the Jewish people
throughout its nearly 4000 years’ history (since
Abraham) is clear testimony to this fact.
8) The zodiacal and other constellations were, of
course, known to Jewish ancients as far back as
Abraham. However, with the rejection of astrology, they assumed a quite different context and
meaning. The twelve signs (in Hebrew mazal, pl.
mazaloth, constellations), became associated
with the twelve Hebrew months of the year and
with special events that took place in these
months. For example, the sign of Aries the Ram
(in Hebrew mazel sheh, the Lamb, corresponding
to the month of Nissan) is related to the Passover

sacrifice, first carried out in Egypt on the eve of
the Exodus, as the expression of complete denial
of Egyptian idolatry, where the lamb was a
sacred deity. Gemini the Twins (mazal te’omim,
corresponding to the month of Sivan), is related
to the Two Tablets with the Ten Commandments,
epitomizing the whole Torah, the written Torah
and oral Torah, simultaneously given by G-d at
Sinai in the month of Sivan. Libra, the Balance
(mazal moznaim, “scales,” corresponding to
Tishrei) is related to the Day of Judgment (Rosh
Hashanah), when G-d dispenses judgment to
the world. In a similar way are the other signs
of the zodiac related to their particular months
in the Hebrew calendar.
9) The Hebrew word mazal is the transitive form
of the verb nazal, to trickle down, flow, hence
the etymological origin of mazal, as a noun,
meaning “planet,” or a group of stars, because
through them comes the Divine influence to the
world, a continuous flow of existence and life.

Jewish Stars
Thus, mazal can mean several things:
a) planet, star, constellation
b) planetary influence, where the stars serve as
instruments, or forces, through which G-d controls
nature and the destinies of nations, etc.
c) influence emanating directly from G-d.
As already noted, Jews, are not subject to
planetary influence (b), as our Sages of the Talmud
expressed it: Ein mazal l’Yisroel — Israel is not
subject to planetary influence (Sab. 156a). But, of
course, insofar as Divine influence (providence) is
concerned, “Everything depends on mazal, even a
sefer Torah in the Ark (Zohar III, Nosso 134a).” It is
in this sense that the well-known blessing mazal tov
should be understood, i.e. in the sense of good
(Divine) influence, or blessing, and not in the
popular, but misconceived sense of “good luck” or
“good fortune,” since we do not believe that things
happen by “chance” but by Divine Providence.
10) While “fatalism” has no place in Judaism,
predestination, in a limited sense, has a valid
place in Judaism. Our Sages of the Talmud
declare that before a person is born, all aspects
of his life, except the moral aspect, are
preordained (Niddah 16b). This preordination is
often called mazal in the Talmud, e.g. “Life
(longevity), children, and sustenance (riches or

poverty) depend not on one’s merits, but on
one’s mazal (Moed K. 28a).” Here the term mazal
comes close to the astrological concept, yet it is
quite distinct from it in that it is not “fatal” or
necessarily irreversible. For through ardent
prayer and special merits this mazal can be
changed by G-d (Ibid., see also Agad. Maharsha
ad loc.) . Sometimes a change of place can
change this mazal (B.M. 75a).
11) The term mazal is sometimes used in connection
with time in the sense of being “propitious”
(favorable) or otherwise. We find, for example,
the Talmudic statement that when a Jew has a
dispute with a non-Jew, he should not attempt
to resolve it in the month of Av, which is of “bad
mazal,” but rather in Adar, which is of “good
mazal (Taan. 29b).” Here again, though superficially close to the astrological concept, it is
quite different basically. For the “auspiciousness”
of any month, or day, or moment, insofar
as Jews are concerned, is not due simply to
a fortuitous configuration of stars at the
particular time, but to events in Jewish history
which in themselves are associated with the
Jews’ merits or failures in their relationship to
G-d. This has to do with the general idea of eis
rotzon – a time of favorable Divine disposition.
Not all times are alike. There are certain days
which G-d set apart as especially propitious,

It is in this sense that the
well-known blessing mazal
tov should be understood,
i.e. in the sense of good
(Divine) influence, or
blessing, and not in the
popular, but misconceived
sense of “good luck” or
“good fortune.”
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Source of All Influence
(cont’d)
such as Shabbos, Yom Tov, the Ten Days of
Repentance, etc., or have assumed a special
significance in the course of Jewish history.

This essential aspect of
the soul is called mazal,
because it is the source
of influence for the lower
aspect of the soul which
is in the body.

In this connection it might also be mentioned
that the 24 hours of day and night are also
different, each representing a different channel
of Divine influence, as explained in Kabbalah
and Chassiduth. (The 12 hours of day and
12 hours of night correspond to the number
of combinations of the letters of the two
Divine names, YHVH and ADNY, respectively.
However, the subject cannot be expanded here.)
In this context we are also to understand the
expression, “May it be in a mazeldige sha’ah.”
As in the case of mazal tov, which does not
mean “may you have a fortunate constellation,”
but “good Divine influence,” so a mazaldike
sh’ah refers to a time characterized by Divine
influence and blessing.
12) Finally, we will mention one more connotation
of the term mazal, in the sense of “Guardian
Angel,” as, e.g. “A person has a mazal (Rashi: His
angel interceding in his behalf), a beast has no
mazal (Sab. 53b).” Plainly understood, it seems
to refer to the fact that every good deed
performed by a person creates an angel which
serves as an “advocate” in his behalf before the
Heavenly Court.

The neshama (soul), being infinite and sublime,
is not completely incorporated in the physical body.
Only a reflection of the soul comes down to inform
and animate the body, while the essential aspect of
the soul remains more directly attached to G-d, and
is connected with the person only in a peripheral
way, as it were. This essential aspect of the soul is
called mazal, because it is the source of influence
for the lower aspect of the soul which is in the body.
It is the source of the sublimest intuitive experiences
and inspirations, often coming inexplicably, without
apparent cause or reason (such as when a Jew, long
alienated from Torah, or without previous exposure
to it, suddenly feels an urge to find his way to
G-d to the point of mesiras nefesh). We have a
reference to it in the Talmud in the statement
“Although he does not see it, his mazal saw it
(Meg. 3a).”
In modern terms it might, perhaps be described
in terms of a higher state of consciousness, or
“ultra-consciousness,” by contrast to “subconsciousness.” In popular terms it is sometimes referred
to as dos pintele yid (and in the terminology of
Chabad this source of influence, or the mazal of
the soul, is associated with the two supreme
aspects of the soul, chaya and yechida, transcending
the three immanent soul categories nefesh, ruach,
and neshama).
Sincerely yours,

Jewish Souls
In Chabad we find a more profound explanation
of the particular mazal of a Jew, where it is conceived in terms of the very essence of the Jew’s soul.
Briefly, the explanation is as follows:

Dr. Nissan Mindel

Three things you must know to be an adult:
Don’t fool yourself.
Don’t fool others.
Don’t let others fool you.
— and do it all without trying to impress anybody.
RABBI SHALOM DOVBER, THE FIFTH REBBE OF LUBAVITCH
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Roving Rabbis
Each summer, Merkos L’inyonei Chinuch, the educational arm of the Chabad-Lubavitch
movement, dispatches hundreds of rabbinical students to small Jewish communities around the
globe. Rabbinical students and young rabbis spend their summers on the road, sharing their
passion for Jewish life and bringing Jewish awareness and observance wherever they go. These
summer assignments also afford them with an invaluable on-the-ground experience in Jewish
outreach and a unique appreciation for the diverse needs and colorful makeup of our people.

Posted from London, England
ROVING FOOD TRUCKS
Tuesday, July 23, 2013
by Shmuel Rutman

“Yes, but I’m not really Jewish.”

Although food trucks have been around since the
turn of the century, they have become a worldwide
phenomenon in the past few years. Chabad has
jumped on the bandwagon as well, and more
specifically, Chabad-Lubavitch of South London

“No, I told you, I’m not really Jewish.”

“Jacob, let me tell you something — you are as
Jewish as Moses. Did you ever have a bar mitzvah?”

“Jacob,” I pulled out my ever-present tefillin. “How
do you feel about having a bar mitzvah right now?”
Within two minutes, Jacob was wearing
tefillin and repeating the prayers. Afterwards, we danced with him in the streets
to celebrate this important milestone in
his life. Jacob confided that growing up
in Communist Poland had left him with a
permanent fear of expressing his Judaism,
a feeling he could not shake even after his
move to London.
Michael, a distinguished elderly gentleman,
approached us with a broad smile. “I’m
happy to see other Jews,” he told us. “And
by the way, I hope the food is good.”

Campuses. During the school year, it serves kosher
delicacies to starving students, and in the summertime, it does a brisk business catering to the needs
of tourists, mostly during the Wimbledon Tennis
Championships. I came during that busy time to
assist Rabbi Dovid Cohen, co-director of the local
Chabad House, in manning the food truck.

When I pulled out the tefillin, he looked
perplexed. “I just started learning more about being
Jewish. I’m sorry, I don’t know what that is.”
We gave Michael the brief explanation of tefillin,
and bar mitzvah. “How do you feel about having
your bar mitzvah today?”
“I would love that, rabbis. Thank you.”

Some of our clientele were affiliated Jews, and were
glad that our presence at the Championships
allowed them to nourish their souls as well their
bodies. We also had many non-Jews stop by, eager
to sample kosher fare. And then there was Jacob
and Michael.

After Michael was wrapped in tefillin, we showed
him the prayers that we would recite together. We
were floored when Michael began reading the
Hebrew words on his own. In his desire to learn
more about his Jewish heritage, he had taught
himself Hebrew.

When Jacob ordered his food in a heavy Polish
accent, we were sure he wasn't Jewish. As he was
paying, he threw out a comment that his mother
looked just like us. “Was she Jewish?” we asked.
9

Celebrates Draw 2013
Over $500,000 was raised through the sale of 4,360 tickets
and corporate and event sponsorships.
A heartfelt ‘Yasher Koach’ to our co-chairs Mitchell Adler and Jacob Tink, our captains, Michael Chernack,
Sara Eldor, John Finkelstein, Mark Kimmel, Velvel Minkowitz, Berel Solomon, our canvassers, corporate and
event sponsors, whose combined effort and dedication made the MTC DRAW 2013 an outstanding success.
THE TEAM:
Fred Abitbol, Jamie Abramovitch, Jarrid Adler, Joey Adler, Mitchell Adler, Clifford Albert, Emmanuel & Heather Amar,
Anne Applebaum, Efi Bar, Gloria Baranowski, Mitchell Barr, Prosper Bellisha, Marilyn Belzberg, Armond Benmoha,
Simon Berman, Corey Bessner, Leonard & Terry Betnesky, Dovid Bettoun, Robert Bishin, Hymie Blankrot, Hindy Braun,
Steven Bromberg, Robert Burke, Henri Bybelezer, Perry Caplan, Michael Chernack, Julio Coiffman, Jack Louis & Philip Cola,
Stanley Ronnie & Mikey Cons, Jerry Convoy, Yossi Davis, Richard Dermer, David Diner, Corey Eisenberg, Sara Eldor, Patrick
Elfassy, Ronnie and Norma Elkin, Howard Epstein, Murray Epstein, Allan & Amy Farkas, Evan Feldman, Berel Fersten,

Corporate Sponsors
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David & Sandra Fine, John Finkelstein, Lou Flam, Michael Flinker, Benny Freidman, George Friedman, John Galambos, Hillel
Gammal, Morty Garellek, Darrel Garfield, Dan & Rochel Gavsie, Hershey Gold, Eddy Goldberg, Adam Goldenblatt, Michael
Goldenblatt, Jay Gotteiner, Mikey Gottesman, Anna Sue Greenberg, Leslie Greenberg, Jonathan Gurman, Helen Hakak, Meir
Hakak, Yael Hakak, Yoelly Hakak, Mircia Hascalovici, Moshe & Mushkie Hecht, Norman Heimlich, Warren Hill, Michael &
Elza Hirsch, Eric & Stacey Howard, Gordon Kadonoff, Zalman Kaplan, Andrew Kastner, Gerald Kessner, Marc Kimmel, Ari
Kugler, Mark Lazar, Philip Levi, Arthur Levitt, Nathan Light, Eric Marchand, Ariel Mechaly, Eddie Mechaly, Rissa Mechaly,
David Medina, Rachelle Merovitz, Ricky Merovitz, David Migicovsky, Velvel Minkowitz, Allan Nash, Moishe New,
Mushka New, Sheryl Ornstein, Shulie Polter, David Puterman, Howard Richman, Mendy Rosenfeld, Martin Sacksner,
Stanley Satov, Tommy Schnurmacher, Joey Schreter, Barry Schwartz, Gaby Segal, Ephram Shizgal, Marissa Sidel, Daniel
Slomovic, Lorne Smart, Berel Solomon, Aaron Spiro, Adam Spiro, Aron Steinman, Aziel Stock, Mark Strohl, Julius Suss,
Roselee Sztern, Avi Tansky, Freddy Tansky, Joannie Tansky, Jacob Tink, Chaim Treitel, Itchy Treitel, Shaya & Tuky Treitel,
Zeldie Treitel, Allan Weizmann, Aubrey Zelman, Michael Zukor
Mark Strohl, CA of Perrault, Wolman, Grzywacz audited the draw and oversaw the legalities.
Ruth & Charlie Harroch and CIBC split the grand prize of $18,000 and the second prize of $1800. Benny Bouganim won
the third prize of $1,000, Patrick Elfasy and Jordan Rosenthal won the fourth prize of $500 each.

Event Sponsors
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Celebrates Draw

2013
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Fourteenth Sellout!

Ours thanks & appreciation to Omega Photo.
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A Jewish-Dutch Tapestry
by JOANNIE TANSKY

As told to her by Rabbi
Binyomin Jacobs, head Chabad
shliach to Holland, Chief Rabbi
of the Interprovincial Chief
Rabbinate for the Netherlands
and president of the Rabbinical
Counsel. The Queen of Holland
recently bestowed upon him
one of Holland's highest
civilian awards. Rabbi Jacobs is
the seventh generation of his
family to reside in Holland.

In the midst of the
foliage, sitting on an
oversized chair, was a
fragile, eighty-year-old
woman who asked him
to kindly sit down.
“Please, you must listen
to my story,” she began.

First Thread
One day in the spring of 1981, Rabbi Jacobs
received a message that a vicar from the Protestant
Church had called him. The vicar, it turned out, was
a woman.
After leaving a few messages with each other,
they finally connected and she explained that she
needed to meet with him. Overcoming his reservations, the rabbi agreed and a date was set.
Arriving at her home he was ushered into a
room that resembled and felt like the tropics humid and filled with willowy
palm trees. In the midst of the
foliage, sitting on an oversized
chair, was a fragile, eighty-yearold woman who asked him to
kindly sit down. “Please, you must
listen to my story,” she began.
“My name is Baronesse Alice
van Slingeland and I originate
from Vienna. My maiden name
is Joachim, my parents were
members of the Kultusgemeinde
(Jewish Community) in Vienna and
I am Jewish.

“In my old age, I have come to understand that
only Judaism is the truth. I need to learn more.”
Rabbi Jacobs visited her every second week and
taught her about kashrut, the holidays and Jewish
prayer. Slowly she began to observe Shabbat and
other mitzvahs. All during this time she kept her
public persona, continuing to teach her religious
classes in the town of Driebergen.
After a few years she fell gravely ill and was
hospitalized. The rabbi felt it his
obligation to ensure that when the
time came she would be buried as
a Jew. Naturally, this would require
her consent. Despite her commitment to Judaism, Rabbi Jacobs
knew that this step would be an
extremely difficult one. Before
broaching the subject he wrote a
letter to the Rebbe requesting his
blessing that he be successful in
persuading her.

On his next visit, he delicately
explained the importance of being
buried as a Jew. She listened
“At twenty, I was an artist and,
politely and responded that this
and as you are undoubtedly aware,
Rabbi Binyomin Jacobs
was not possible, for she already
artists can be eccentric. I married
a wealthy sixty-year-old man. He was from Holland had a plot reserved in a non-Jewish cemetery next
and living in Indonesia, then a Dutch colony. to her husband who had died seventeen years earlier.
I followed him to Indonesia where he died four years
later. I was soon to learn that he had bequeathed
all of his money to the children of his former wife,
leaving me penniless.
“Refusing to come back home, face my family
and admit failure, I remained in Indonesia homeless,
sleeping in the street. To earn some money, I planted
flowers – orchids – and after a few years I had
created a successful business with a number of
employees. It was during that period that I was
approached by missionaries who succeced in
convincing me to convert to Christianity.
“Soon after, I met my second husband, fifty-five
year old Baron van Slingelandt and we returned to
Holland. I began studying theology and eventually
became a vicar in the Protestant Church. My
husband was an active missionary who tried to
convert Jews to Christianity.
“Over time I came to the realization that the
New Testament is a distortion of the Torah. In my
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lectures in the university, I now avoid teaching
Christian dogma.

After some time and many words, she ceded to
his request on one condition: “I want two of my
vicar-students to speak at my funeral.” Rabbi Jacobs
agreed but stipulated that they were not allowed to
say anything religious. They then discussed what
would be engraved on her tombstone. She passed
away March 30th, 1985 corresponding to the 8th day
of the Jewish month of Nisan.

The Funeral
Jewish law dictates that during a festival period
eulogies may not be given. One such time is the
entire month of Nisan. Rabbi Jacobs was in a bind.
He could not, in good conscience, allow her to
be eulogized.
Rabbi Jacobs received a phone call from one of
the vicars she had chosen, who was shocked, to say
the least, on finding out that the Baroness was
Jewish. He told Rabbi Jacobs what he planned to
say at the funeral. Rabbi Jacobs endeavored to
explain the law about not giving eulogies during the

month of Nisan because of the Jewish festival,
Passover. The vicar was so incensed, he hung up
the phone.
The second vicar, Dr. Frank de Graaff, called. He
respectfully expressed compliance with the new
developments. At the end of the conversation he
proceeded to reveal to Rabbi Jacobs that his wife
was also Jewish!
Rabbi Jacobs was the only one to speak at the
funeral. He spoke about teshuva – return. He
explained that within every Jew there is a neshama,
a Divine spark which remains forever connected to
G-d no matter how far one has strayed, and thus a
Jew is always able to reconnect to Judaism. Little did
Rabbi Jacobs know, but Lilith, de Graaff’s wife, held
onto his every word…

Second Thread
In March of 2008, a young man by the name of
Leo Smole from the town of Leiden on Holland’s
west coast moved to the neighborhood of Rabbi
Jacobs in Amersfoort.
Before leaving his home town, his Reform rabbi
had warned him not to go to Rabbi Jacobs’ shul. He
wanted to spare his congregant the inevitable
disappointment, as the Reform rabbi was convinced
that Orthodox Jews were fanatics who would not
tolerate a Reform Jew in their congregation. Having
a curious nature, the young man’s interest was
piqued and he made a point of paying a visit to the
shul soon after his arrival. One week led to another
and he became a regular in the Orthodox shul,
eating in the home of Rabbi Jacobs on Shabbat.
Six months passed. One Shabbat afternoon
following lunch, Rabbi Jacobs retired to take a nap
and the young man found himself opening up his
heart to the rabbi’s wife, Blouma. He told her that his
father was a Gentile. His mother and her mother were
Jews but his grandfather on his mother’s side was
not. In fact, his grandfather was a Protestant vicar.
Blouma then told the young man that she too,
had an interesting story. She began to recall the
story of the Baroness who publicly was a Protestant
vicar but in reality was Jewish. To her utter
amazement, the young man sat up and exclaimed,
“I know that story! The second vicar who called your
husband and revealed that his wife was also Jewish
was my grandfather!”
The young man proceeded to tell her a part of
the story that neither Bluma nor her husband knew:

“At the Baroness’s funeral, my grandmother,
Lilith, was very moved and inspired by what your
husband had spoken about. She felt as though Rabbi
Jacobs was talking directly to her. She internalized
the words she had heard and brought them into her
life, deciding that the time had come to begin to live
her life as a Jewish woman.
“She declared to her
daughter, our mother,
“We are Jewish and your
children are Jewish and
we should live as Jews”.
Although my mother
had known that she was
a Jew and did not hide
this from my sister, Isha,
and I, that’s where it
ended. We followed
virtually nothing in the
way of Jewish life. Now,
inspired by my grandmother, my mother
began to embrace Jewish observance and when
I was sixteen she sent me to Israel to summer camp.
Upon my return, I chose the path of Reform Judaism,
that is until I met you and your husband…”
Today, Leo lives a Torah life with his beautiful
family in Amersfoort, the town where Rabbi Jacobs
started his shlichus and where he still is living.

Third Thread

Amersfoort, Holland

The second vicar,

Eventually, the story of the Isha came to light too:

Dr. Frank de Graaff,

In 1989 Isha expressed her wish to make aliyah.
Under the auspices of the Jewish Agency she was
slated to go to a non-religious kibbutz.

called. He respectfully

Meanwhile she was working in a shop in the town
of Utrecht in the center of Holland. While at work on
a Friday afternoon, a few weeks before her departure,
she happened upon a little boy wearing a yarmulka
holding the hand of his bearded-father. Intrigued, she
engaged them in conversation. The father, who was
in fact a rabbi, invited her to his home for Shabbat
dinner. Isha thoroughly enjoyed the experience. She
took an immediate liking to the rabbi’s wife and, until
her trip to Israel, spent every Shabbat in their home.
Inspired by what she saw in the rebbetzin, Isha
altered her plans and decided to spend her time in
Israel in a Torah observant environment.

expressed compliance with
the new developments.

Isha remained in Israel, married and together
with her husband and children live as committed
and proud Jews.
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A Jewish-Dutch Tapestry
(cont’d)
Fourth Thread - The Rebbitzin's Story
One day in 1975, in the middle of the school
year, a teenage girl was enrolled in the Hebrew
Sunday classes where
Rabbi Jacobs taught. Her
parents had enrolled her
there because she had
become involved with
fascist groups and they
hoped that being exposed
to more Judasism would
influence her in the right
direction. Merely attending classes still didn’t
produce the desired
results and so they
sought Rabbi Jacobs’
guidance. Together they devised a plan.
The Jacobs used to go to London on occasion to
visit Blouma’s family and they asked the girl if she

would join them as a mother’s helper. London
sounded exotic so she accepted the invitation.
A part of the plan was to have her stay at the
home of Rabbi Forta, one of the science teachers in
the Lubavitch school. They hoped that he would
have influence on this highly intelligent and very
confused girl. Through many hours of conversation
and debate with Rabbi Forta she came to understand the folly of her current direction and began
to explore Jewish values and teachings.
When she came back to Holland she was a
frequent guest at the Jacobs’ home for Shabbat.
Subsequently, she attended the Chabad Beth Rivkah
school in Paris, went on to seminary and became a
Jewish-studies teacher. She married an Americanborn Chabadnik, had children and together with her
family moved to Utrecht to become shluchim.
It was her husband and son that Isha had
encountered that fatefull Friday afternoon...

Pizza-in-the-Sukkah!
For the whole family

Sunday, September 22
5:00 pm
(rain or shine)
• Fun Arts & Crafts
• Live Entertainment
Children under 2 FREE

Paid reservations by Wednesday, September 18, at 12:00 noon: $10. $12 at the door.
Call 514-739-0770 or reserve online www.themtc.com
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Mazeltovs
Mamane & Ohana families on
Jordan’s Bar Mitzvah

Birenbaum family on
Shain/Mordechai’s Bar Mitzvah

Martin & Liberman families on the
marriage of Ashley & Jeffrey

Mazor & Gelb families on the marriage
of Eliran & Jacqueline

Shapiro & Rosenbloom families on
Ryan’s Bar Mitzvah

Dovid & Miriam Riven on
the birth of a daughter

Benaroch & Azoulay families on the
marriage of Emanuel & Judith

Feldman family on Ben’s Bar Mitzvah

Cons family on Joelle’s Bat Mitzvah

Malka Powell & Jonathan David Kushner
on their marriage

Cola & Brasgold families on the
engagement of Warren & Ashley

Bodokh family on Yoel’s Bar Mitzva

Solomon & Dornbusch families on the
engagement of Berel & Eliana Rachel Leah

Sariel & Alanna Garbman on
the birth of a daughter
Eric & Ilka Gozlan on the
birth of a daughter
Bettoun, Steinberg & Raphael families
on Mendel’s Bar Mitzvah

Rogozinsky & Lieberman families on
the birth of a son to Yoni & Jessica
Tansky and Ehrlich families on
Mushky’s Bas Mitzvah

Tehilla Brooks & Michael Rose
on their marriage
Zuckerman & Fevbrico families on the
engagement of Sasha & Davida

Hillel & Kim Gammal on
the birth of a daughter

Sacksner family on Justin’s Bar Mitzvah

Eric & Ilka Gozlan on the
Upsherin of their son, Mica

Benmoha & Avisar family on the birth of
a daughter to Nadav & Vered

Rabbi Nachman & Shternie Rosenberg
on the birth of a son

Kovac & Smajovits families on the
engagement of Lauren & Daniel

Treitel & Refson families on the birth
of a daughter to Michoel & Chana

Spiro & Benatar families on the
marriage of Adam & Racheli

Azoulay & Blank families on
Nethaniel’s Bar Mitzvah

Backman & Perlis families on the
birth of a son to Cara & David

Bauer & Slouch families on Eli’s Bar Mitzvah

Sara & Nathan Light on
the birth of a son

Suss & Yane families on the
marriage of Leslie & Eitan

Howard Lapkovsky & family on the
birth of a son to Jared & Rena

Oiknine & Steiner families on the birth of
a son to Jessica Aviva & Jason Israel

Diament & Vishedsky on the
marriage of Arele & Chasya

Cola & Levi families on the birth of
a son to Jeremy & Mandy

Harrison family on Tzvi’s Bar Mitzvah

Castiel family on
Noah Menachem’s Bar Mitzvah

Sacksner & Slomovic families on
Jakob's Bar Mitzvah

Corber family on the birth
of a son to Ben & Carcy

Harroch, Amar & Steinman families on the
marriage of Daniel & Mindy Harroch

Cola & Hazen families on the marriage
of Michelle & Joshua

Sossanpour & Brazil families on
Emmanuel’s Bar Mitzvah

Sztern family on the birth of
a son to Ari/Lorne & Faigie

Lewis & Terry Clarke on the birth of a son

Landa family on the birth of a son
to Menachem & Adina
Charles & Leah Dray on the
birth of a daughter
Rosenfeld & Wolosow families on
the marriage of Chana & Shmully
Shmuel & Raizel Stenge on
the birth of a son
Karachinksky & Eldor families on
the birth of a son to Mark & Tania
Spiro & Sculnick families on the birth
of a son to Aaron & Sara Riva
Rosenfeld & Chaikin families on the birth
of a daughter to Mayer & Mushka
Zalman & Raizel Convoy on the
Bar Mitzvah of their grandson Yehudah Ezra
Rosenthal & Jivotovsky families on
the marriage of Shawn & Annat

Merovitz family on the birth of
a son to Ricky & Rachelle
Treitel & Grossbaum families on the birth
of a daughter to Benzion & Faigie
Zelman & Greenspoon families on the
birth of a son to Michael & Jamie
Ross Gazin & Kuczer families on the
marriage of Holly & Jonathon
Minkowitz & Kaplan families on the
marriage of Shneur Zalman and Mushka
Tansky family on the birth of
a daughter to Avi & Estie

Berkowicz & Orenstein families on the
engagement of Yehoshua and Chani
Gottesman & Simon families on the
birth of a son to Moshe and Avital
Mydlarski family on Yoni’s Bar Mitzvah
Galinsky & Galambos families on the birth
of a daughter to Yerachmiel & Aliza

Rabbi and Nechama New
and the whole mishpocha
on the marriage of Eliezer Dovid
and Mushky New,
and on Yisroel's Bar Mitzvah

u
Rabbi Itchy and Zeldie Treitel
and the whole mishpocha on the
marriage of Mushky & Moshe Hecht

u
Velvel and Baila Minkowitz
and the whole mishpocha on
Moshe Aharon's Bar Mitzvah
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A Senator Speaks
by JOE LIEBERMAN
Excerpted from
THE GIFT OF REST:
Rediscovering the beauty
of the Sabbath, published
by Howard Books.

Joe Lieberman is a United
States senator representing
Connecticut. As the 2000
Democratic vice presidential
candidate, he became the
first Jew in American history
to run for national office on
a major-party ticket. Senator
Lieberman lives in Stamford
and Washington with his wife,
Hadassah. Together they are the
proud parents of four children
and eleven grandchildren.

But one thing that
doesn't change is
the first words I say
when I wake up on
Saturday morning.

SHABBAT MORNING —
Peaceful Moments at Home
The sun has risen in Washington or Stamford
and light creeps through the windows. It is Saturday
morning—Shabbat morning.
Almost everything about Shabbat is different
from the other six days. But one thing that doesn't
change is the first words I say when I wake up on
Saturday morning. I learned them when I was a
young child at religious school and have said
them every morning of my life since. The words are
a prayer called by its first two words in Hebrew,
Modeh Ani. It is a very short prayer: "I gratefully
thank You, living and eternal King, for giving me
back my soul in mercy. Great is your faithfulness."
That's it, just those few words, but they make
big statements about life and faith, first thing
every morning.
The Code of Jewish Law urges us to wake up
every morning with gratitude to G-d and with a
"lion-like resolve" to serve our Creator.
I cannot say that I awake every morning like a
lion, but I can tell you that I have never found a
better way to start every day than by thanking G-d
for sustaining my soul in my body and giving me
all the opportunities of a new day of life.
While the first words I speak are the same on
Shabbat as on every other day, the next thing I do
is different.
One of my favorite responsibilities in our
house (Hadassah might say it is one of the only
responsibilities I have in the house) is to brew
the coffee she and I drink each morning. But never
on Saturday.
For me, among the special tastes of Shabbat
is the taste of instant coffee. You might think of
instant as inferior to the brewed variety. And I would
agree. But on Shabbat its advantage is that it is
different. When Hadassah and I get up every other
day of the week, I brew coffee in our coffee maker.
On Shabbat, I cannot turn on the coffee maker
so we have instant coffee made with the water
I pre-boiled on Friday afternoon and kept hot in
the electric urn.
And so this has become for me one of the
unique tastes of Shabbat. On other days of the
week, my breakfast, at the suggestion of my friend
Dr. Nicholas Perricone, is a can of high quality wild
Pacific salmon. On the Sabbath, we have a different,
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slightly less disciplined breakfast, some cereal
with milk, or cookies, or yogurt with fruit, or babka,
a rich cake of Eastern European origins heavily
layered with chocolate or cinnamon. Like Proust's
madeleine, these foods at breakfast immediately
conjure up Shabbat for me.
The other six mornings of the week are usually
rushed and full of activities: exercising, praying and
running off to work. I still enjoy the old-fashioned
pleasure of reading newspapers, but on most
mornings I must skim the papers and quickly check
the news digests on my Kindle or my BlackBerry. On
Shabbat, the BlackBerry and Kindle are off limits,
and Hadassah and I have time to linger over the
papers. In the spring and summer, we open the
doors and take our coffee out to the patio in
Washington or the balcony in Stamford and enjoy
the sights and sounds of the outdoors. We talk
about what we are reading in the papers or about
things that happened during the week that we
didn't have time to share. These are small but
significant pleasures.
On Shabbat, I have a personal custom of never
wearing a wristwatch. I don't wear a watch so
I won't keep looking at it to check the time, as I do
on the other six days. It is my personal way of
reminding myself that Shabbat is beyond the normal
weekday pressures of time; yet paradoxically, the
Sabbath is also highly ordered — particularly by the
natural setting, rising and setting of the sun.
In fact, the concept of appointed times is
essential to Judaism. Shabbat comes every week at
a very precisely defined moment determined by the
time the sun sets. It may be at 5:16 or 6:45 or 7:22
p.m. on Friday. Check the weather page in your local
newspaper — with candle lighting time precisely
eighteen minutes before sunset (a rabbinically
ordained buffer zone so the observant person will
not wait until the last minute and maybe miss the
deadline). The number eighteen is the equivalent of
the Hebrew letters of the word chai, (or "life"). Being
late is not an option.

Making Your Own Sabbath
We live in a culture of hard work where people
are desperately in need of rest — not just rest to
recharge our batteries so we can work harder but to
recharge our souls so we can live better. For me, the
answer to that need has been the Sabbath. It has
anchored my life, revived my body, and restored my
soul. I know the Sabbath can do the same for you.

I have learned much from the philosophy of
the Lubavitch Chasidic movement, whose Rebbe,
Menachem Mendel Schneerson, emphasized the
importance of not chastising non-observant Jews
for the commandments they were not doing.
Instead, Rabbi Schneerson asked his emissaries to
work to convince the non-observant to do one more
good deed or observe one more commandment, like
lighting the Sabbath candles, or saying the prayer
of thanks before eating bread, or contributing more
to charity. Often, as Rabbi Schneerson knew, one
religious observance leads to another, and the
ultimate effect on the individual and the world can
be truly great.

redemption of humanity. On the surface, this vision
seems inconsistent with other Talmudic teachings
that the appearance of the Messiah will be totally
unexpected, perhaps even unrecognized at first.
So what did the rabbis mean when they said that
two globally observed Sabbaths would bring in
the Messianic Age? I think they were saying that
the Sabbath has the power to mend the breach
that separates human beings from each other and
from G-d, and that closing those two breaches will
create the conditions for redemption.
If all of us would just stop and observe one
Sabbath and then another in perfect unity with
G-d and one another, then the world would
be redeemed.

It is my personal way
of reminding myself that
Shabbat is beyond
the normal weekday
pressures of time.

Until then, each day of Sabbath rest that you
choose to observe will give you a taste of the
World to Come. The Sabbath is truly a gift. A gift
from G-d. The gift of rest. I hope and pray that you
will accept it and let Sabbath rest enrich your life.

The Talmud contains a wonderful teaching
that if everyone observed two Sabbaths in a row,
the Messiah would come and preside over the
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MTC Pre-school
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[Please see over-page]
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For more information, please
contact Zeldie at 514-739-0770 x4
or email zeldie@themtc.com
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Conversation in
a Jewish Bookstore
Brooklyn, NY, Elul 5748 (July, 1987)

H

e asked me, How can I help you? I answered him, I want to buy a yarmulke.
He asked me, Do you want leather? Knit? Modern . . . ? I want a black velvet
yarmulke, I answered him. I pray with the Chasidim. I want to fit in. I know,
he said, I see you there. You notice me? I asked. You stand out. What size? And opened
a large wooden drawer filled with black velvet yarmulkes. Do you believe in G-d? he
asked me. Sometimes, I said. Sometimes, he repeated, then gently smacked his lips, as
if tasting something, like a bit of food, or a thought. Let me tell you a story, he said, and
studied my face with his clear blue eyes, sizing up my uncertainty. The Nazis came into
my village in Hungary. They ordered us from our homes. They lined up my wife and me
and my ten children against our house . . . I couldn’t look at him. I looked at the shelves
of books, somber and black as crow feathers, that filled an entire wall. Books crammed
with centuries of questions. I looked at the children’s books piled helter-skelter on the
countertop near the cash register. I glued my eyes to the bookcase in the center of the
shop filled with books for those secular, disenfranchised and obstinate Jews coming back
to reclaim their spit of turf around the campfire. And the display case crowded with
silver wine cups and candlesticks and white satin challah covers embroidered in gold with
the dictum to honor the Holy Sabbath whom G-d gave as an eternal bride to His stiffnecked people. They machine-gunned my wife and ten children. When they got to me,
they shot over my head. Do you know why they shot over my head? I looked hard at the
tufts of lint trapped in the grooves between the worn wooden floorboards. Doesn’t he
ever sweep this place? You don’t know why. I’ll tell you. Because G-d wanted me to live
to have another wife and ten children. You believe in G-d sometimes. Do you believe in
Moshiach? he asked me. No, I don’t buy into all this Messiah stuff, I said to him. Let me
tell you something. When Moshiach comes – again he studied my face with his kind
blue eyes – we will fly up in the sky. We will close our eyes, and when we open them we
will be in Yerushalayim – you’ve heard of Jerusalem. If Moshiach comes right now you
better hold onto my pants, because we are going to fly up through the ceiling. I pictured
the hole left behind in the pressed tin ceiling and the jagged circle of blue sky beyond.
Do you wear tsitsis? he asked me. No, I’m not into the string thing, I answered him. You
don’t wear tsitsis. He gently smacked his lips and studied my face. Rosh Hashanah is
just around the corner. Before Rosh Hashanah it would make you feel very sweet.

by ROBERT (CHAIM ZORACH) SEGALL

Robert (Chaim Zorach) Segall
lives in Upper Jay, New York,
a tiny hamlet 58 miles
(93 kilometers) south of the
Canadian border. Besides doing
consulting work for a major
Wall Street firm, he pursues his
life-long interests in writing
poetry and making pottery
and sculpture. His seasonal
activities include gardening
and maple syrup production.
Chaim Zorach, aka Bob, found
his way to a committed life of
Jewish observance through the
Pupa chasidim of Williamsburg,
Brooklyn. He is an occasional
visitor to MTC for Shabbos
and Yom Tov.
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Miracles
by SARA ELDOR
Excerpts of a speech delivered
at the graduation ceremony of
the adult 'Bat Mitzvah' course
held at Chabad of the Town.

E

ver since the Exodus and the clearly revealed
miracles of the ten plagues – the splitting of
the sea, the manna, the water in the desert –
we are obligated to thank, to praise, to glorify, bless
and exalt He who performed all these miracles for
us and for our fathers, and acknowledge the good
that Hashem bestows upon us.

On the morning of June 5th - 7:45am, to be
exact - the first siren was heard, announcing the
start of the war and signaling the entire Israeli
population to run to their nearest designated
shelters. I remember that morning very well, as
I was walking to school with a group of friends,
and we quickly raced to a public shelter nearby.

Allow me to take you back to
Israel, to May 1967. Egyptian and
Syrian troops amassed on Israel's
borders and threatened Israel's
existence. In the south, Egypt closed
the Straits of Tiran to Israeli ships,
and Egyptian president Gammal
Abdal Nasser filled the airwaves with
calls to drive the Jews into the sea.

Silently, we all feared the war and its outcome,
as the Israeli Defense Force struck the Egyptian air
force. Similar attacks on other Arab air forces took
place later that day while hostilities broke out on
other fronts. And this was just Day 1 of the war!

The mood in the 19-year-old
country was very gloomy. Israel was
up against well-equipped, Soviettrained Arab enemies. Our defeat
seemed inevitable. The authorities
expressed panic. Concerned for their
safety, some citizens and foreign
students quickly left Israel. A common sarcastic and
dark joke on everyone's lips was "The last one out,
don't forget to turn off the lights...."

The mood in the
19-year-old country was
very gloomy. Israel was
up against well-equipped,
Soviet-trained Arab
enemies. Our defeat
seemed inevitable.

On Lag Ba'omer of that year, the Lubavitcher
Rebbe – Menachem Mendel Schneerson – stated in
a public address that the Jews in Israel will be
victorious, and encouraged the citizens not to be
afraid. He also instructed the foreign students
studying in Israel not to leave the place in which
they are learning. On the Shabbat before the Six Day
War broke out, the Rebbe announced the initiation
of the Tefillin Campaign, through which “all
the nations of the world will ‘see’ the name of
Hashem upon the Jewish people and the nations will
fear them.”
Born in Montreal and having lived in Israel since
1961, I remember my mother's concern for the
safety and well-being of my younger sister and I.
1967 was a milestone year for me as well: I was
12 years old and planning for my Bat Mitzvah,
which was scheduled for June 10th at my house in
Ramat Gan, with my entire 6th grade class invited.
The tension, pessimism and preparation for war
were everywhere. Everyone was busy taping the
windows so that glass wouldn’t shatter all over the
place and painting streetlights and car lights in
blue to create the illusion of darkness, should an
air-strike occur.
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By the sixth day, Israel achieved a stunning
victory against all odds, tripling its territory by
gaining the Sinai Peninsula, the Golan Heights, the
West Bank and the most precious of all – the Old
City and the Temple Mount. The very fact that Israel
survived was a miracle!
The stories that have been documented from the
battles are endless… Such as the story from the
second day of the war, when an Egyptian tank
commander in the Sinai Desert surrendered to a
smaller Israeli Force because a Desert Mirage made
him see hundreds of Israeli tanks when there were
really only a dozen.....or the Jordanian forces who
welcomed the Israeli Tanks into Shechem on the
third day, because faulty communications misled
the Arabs into thinking that these were Iraqi Tanks
coming to reinforce the Jordanian troops.
The crucial strategy of destroying the Egyptian
air force while their planes were still on the ground
paved the way for the Israeli victory. The Jordanian
intelligence had issued a warning to the Egyptians,
warning of an imminent Israeli air strike, but nobody
was there to receive the messages. The Commander
in Chief had ordered not be woken up, as the night
before he had attended a party at an air force base
where a renowned belly dancer performed. When
the Israeli strike happened, not one senior officer
was at his post!
By the time the Six Day War ended, the Jewish
nation was miraculously victorious in the face of
unbelievable odds. Jews returned to sites where
their ancestors had lived for thousands of years.
Israelis walked around with pride, praising G-d and
singing "Yerusalyim shel zahav" Jerusalem of gold.
On the 6th and final day of the war, Shabbat
morning, my family and friends came to join
and celebrate my Bat Mitzvah, as transistor radios
blared in the background keeping us informed

with the news of the war’s end. It was a day I will
never forget.
I can still remember, 45 years later, what a
wonderful feeling of pride and joy we all felt as
we experienced being the direct recipients of such
great miracles and revelations of G-dliness, and this
was on my Bat Mitzvah no less – what a miracle
that was....
The Hebrew word for miracle, "Nes", consists
of two Hebrew letters: Nun and Samach. Nun
is the 14th letter of the Hebrew alphabet and
Samach follows it as the 15th letter. 14 in Hebrew
makes up the word "yad" meaning hand, and 15 is
the numerical value of the name of G-d, spelled
as Yud-Kay.

G-d" – "Yad Hashem". With that being
said, we understand that G-d is present
in our lives whether we see Him or not,
and although we may only understand the
Divine intervention at a later time.
We may not understand many things –
good or bad – but we have to acknowledge
that everything G-d does is for the
best and thank Him and praise Him in our
prayers, such as the Modeh Ani in the
morning and in our daily prayers, as well
as on Shabbat and the Holidays.
May Hashem grant that we always be
the recipients of His revealed good!

So the word "nes", meaning miracle, is a
representation of the concept of the "Hand of

Sympathies
Friedman & Stern families on the passing
of Rella Stern-Rubin

Steve Holcman & family on the passing
of Henry, Hersz ben Volf

Waldman & Lipstein families on
the passing of Elana

Ludmer, Levy & Rapps families on the passing
of Sammy Rapps

Ship family on the passing of
Mr. Phil Ship

Berdugo-Adler family on the passing of
Mr. Fred/Efrayim Berdugo

Robert Burke & family on the passing
of Harry Burke

Kugler family on the passing of
Lauren Ann “Lolly” Kugler

Florence Cohen & Andrea on the passing
of Mr. Abe Cohen

Damie family on the passing of
Mrs. Elinore Damie

Lipstein family on the passing of
Mrs. Sylvia (Sandy) Lipstein

Mendy Rosenfeld & family on the passing of
Mrs. Bluma Leah Lokshin

Lapkovsky family on the passing of
Mr. Philip Lapkovsky

Sterling family on the passing of
Mr. Irving Sterling

David Mars & family on the passing
of Mrs. Helen Mars

Baranowski & Tink families on the passing
of Mrs. Anita Baranowski

Catherine Claman & family on the passing
of Mr. Abraham Moses Claman

Ostrega & Perlman families on the passing
of Tamar Ostrega-Perlman

Stern family on the passing of
Mr. Edward Stern

Eddie Mechaly on the passing of
Rachel bat Dona Rosilio

Munk family on the passing of
Mr. Abraham Munk

Rohr & Yaffy families on the passing
of Mrs. Jean Fleishman

Mayor William Steinberg & family on the
passing of Mrs. Clara Steinberg

Russ & Berkowicz families on the passing
of Mrs. Tauba Russ

Lieberman & Donath families on the passing
of Mr. Aron Lieberman

Ron & Brenda Wiseman & family on the
passing of Mrs. Katie Finkelstein

Eddie Mechaly & family on the passing
of his brother Yakov

Lipa Lieberman & family on the passing
of Mr. Sol Lieberman

Aly Hascolovici & family on the passing
of Mrs. Esther Levy

Meir Hakak & family on the passing
of Ezra Ephraim HaLevi Hakak

Yosef Gerry Dubin & family on the passing
of Mrs. Shirley Dubin

May they be spared further
sorrow and know only of simchas.
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Taking the Spiritual Dive
by MINDY MCLEES

Mindy McLees lives in
Sherman Oaks, California
with her husband and two
sons. She is currently at work
on a book about the Mikvah.
She can be contacted at
joyousmin@gmail.com.

I

began my married life with a non-Jewish
husband, an ambitious nature, a college degree,
and a bit of an attitude. Sure, I was a spiritual
person, although I couldn't define spirituality for
you, except to say it was a character trait that you
either had or didn't have. It was something you just
felt. It meant being a good person and having the
ability to empathize when something bad happened,
the ability to make a nice toast at Thanksgiving, the
ability to feel sad at a sad movie. That didn't have
anything to do with G-d, right?
In his 30's my husband, a
business executive, had a premature mid-life crisis. Unlike
some men, my husband's crisis
was one of faith and spirituality
(there is that word again) and
did not include a red sports car.
My husband found Judaism and
was searching a spiritual path
that would eventually lead to
a Conservative and then an
Orthodox conversion.

Like me, these women
were not from religious
backgrounds. They were
smart and funny, and we
laughed our way through
this intimate class.

In beginning my own spiritual quest, I found
myself sitting unexpectedly with two women who
were learning with an Orthodox rebbetzin about the
Mikvah, the Jewish ritual bath. I was there by
accident. I didn't pick the topic. At first, I really had
no idea what we were learning. I liked the rebbetzin.
Very quickly, I found l liked the women.
Like me, these women were not from religious
backgrounds. They were smart and funny, and we
laughed our way through this intimate class. We
were discussing our spiritual love lives. It was not
unlike an episode of a certain infamous TV show set
in New York City. We were just four women talking.
Sure, we were not drinking Cosmopolitans and we
were sitting in a shul, but hey, we were being real
and there were no cameras recording us.
I was being introduced to an ancient approach
to marital harmony – a truly kosher approach to
intimacy: the mitzvah of Taharat HaMishpacha or
Family Purity. It wasn't at all what I thought. It didn't
include any of the angry repressive ideas that I had
heard about from my grandmother. It was a loving
approach to intimacy that did not demean the
participants or generate guilty feelings about our
bodies. What a revelation.
Simply put, it's a system of some "no physical
contact" days every month during the time a
woman menstruates plus another seven days,
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followed by immersion in the waters of the mikvah.
That means a minimum of 12 days without any
touching. Oy. That's a long time. Why would a
modern, married woman impose such a system on
herself, not to mention her "happy-with-the-wayit-is-now" husband? Limiting physical intimacy, at
first, seems counterproductive. How would it affect
my marriage?
For several weeks, the four of us gathered in
the shul to learn about the mitzvah. None of us
had committed to actually going into the mikvah.
I kept repeating that I was there just for the learning
and the company, not for the how-to part. Um,
I don't need this stuff thank you, but it started to
sound good.
Then there was learning all the information
about the mikvah dip itself. I went to see the mikvah
in our community and it was beautiful. It wasn't like
a black pit under the shul; it was like a women's spa.
The claim was that Taharat HaMishpacha did
wonders in recapturing the magic of being
newlyweds and maintaining freshness and romance
in marriage. Eventually I was intrigued enough to
decide to take the plunge.
I took a leap in this part of my journey to decide
to follow the rules of this mitzvah, even though
I didn't comprehend them. I knew it was something
I'd have to first experience in order to gain some
kind of understanding. This difficult leap was made
easier because I was exploring a mitzvah that
involved only me and my encouraging, supportive
husband. No one else needed to know, and no
one was going to get hurt if I kept an open mind
and learned.
The religious women I met weren't prudish
ladies who dressed in the closet. They loved their
husbands and their lives, and they were going
once a month to the mikvah. Maybe I could give it
a try. With the physical aspect of our relationship
sidelined during these days, we are limited to
talking. What a concept. So we talk. This is great.
There are no false hopes being raised, we both
understand and are committed to the boundaries
that observing this mitzvah has set. Somehow,
this is not restricting, but actually freeing. We are
free to talk into the night about our goals and
dreams. We are free to express our love without
demonstrating it physically.
At the end of the separation days, comes the
big day – or rather the big night – when the woman

goes into the mikvah. Before she can immerse
herself in the spiritual waters of the mikvah, she
must make sure that there is nothing on her body
to separate herself from the experience of the
enveloping water. She removes all makeup, jewelry,
and nail polish, and soaks in a bath, becoming
completely clean. The final step before the mikvah
is a shower, hair washing and combing.
The preparations reminded me of preparing for
a big date – the attention to the physical connecting
me to my body in a very powerful way. I work out
all the time, but I never pay this much attention to
myself, except to be critical. The idea of removing
physical barriers to the water caused me to reflect
on the physical and emotional barriers that we put
in our lives that can keep us separate from our
spouses. I thought about things like the TV, the
computer, the blackberry, and the phones as well
as psychological barriers to intimacy, like feeling

fat or somehow undesirable that can keep me
separate from my husband and how I can take
action to eliminate these things. And how by being
open to learning about the mikvah, I had already
taken the first step. Far from being repressive, this is
pampering - as tradition, ritual and physical selfinvolvement combine all in one. That works for me.
Human beings are different than animals. We
can make choices and not act purely on instinct.
We can elevate all our physical actions by bringing
G-d into the picture and making them holy. The
Taharat HaMishpacha laws enable us to bring
sanctity into the bedroom.

I work out all the time,
but I never pay this
much attention to myself,
except to be critical.

My experiment culminated with a mikvah dive
that allowed me to experience the warm mikvah
water as G-d's own embrace. Bringing G-d into the
most intimate area of my life has made me eager to
take on more mitzvot.
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Atheism and Barbarism
by CHIEF RABBI LORD SACKS

Reprinted from 'The Spectator',
the world’s oldest continuously
published weekly in the
English language.
A global religious leader,
philosopher, author and moral
voice for our time, Rabbi Lord
Jonathan Sacks has been
Chief Rabbi of the United
Hebrew Congregations of the
Commonwealth since September
1991, only the sixth incumbent
since the role was formalised in
1845. He is due to step down
from this role in September
2013 after 22 years in office.

Whatever happened to
the intellectual depth of
the serious atheists, the
forcefulness of Hobbes,
the passion of Spinoza,
the wit of Voltaire,
the world-shattering
profundity of Nietzsche?

I

love the remark
made by one Oxford
don about another:
“On the surface, he’s
profound, but deep
down, he’s superficial.”
That sentence has more
than once come to
mind when reading the
new atheists.
Future intellectual
historians will look back with wonder at the strange
phenomenon of seemingly intelligent secularists
in the twenty-first century believing that if they
could show that the first chapters of Genesis are
not literally true, that the universe is older than
six thousand years and there might be other
explanations for rainbows than as a sign of God’s
covenant after the flood, the whole of humanity’s
religious beliefs would come tumbling down like a
house of cards and we would be left with a serene
world of rational non-believers getting on famously
with one another.
Whatever happened to the intellectual depth
of the serious atheists, the forcefulness of Hobbes,
the passion of Spinoza, the wit of Voltaire, the
world-shattering profundity of Nietzsche? Where is
there the remotest sense that they have grappled
with the real issues, which have nothing to do with
science and the literal meaning of scripture and
everything to do with the meaningfulness or
otherwise of human life, the existence or nonexistence of an objective moral order, the truth or
falsity of the idea of human freedom, and the ability
or inability of society to survive without the rituals,
narratives and shared practices that create and
sustain the social bond?
A significant area of intellectual discourse – the
human condition sub specia aeternitatis – has been
dumbed down to the level of a school debating
society. Does it matter? Should we not simply accept
that just as there are some people who are tone deaf
and others who have no sense of humour, so there
are some who simply do not understand what is
going on in the Book of Psalms, who lack a sense of
transcendence or the miracle of being, who fail to
understand what it might be to see human life as a
drama of love and forgiveness or be moved to pray
in penitence or thanksgiving? Some people get
religion; others don’t. Why not leave it at that?
Fair enough, perhaps. But not, I submit, for
readers of The Spectator, because religion has social,
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cultural and political consequences, and you cannot
expect the foundations of Western civilization to
crumble and leave the rest of the building intact.
That is what the greatest of all atheists, Nietzsche,
understood with terrifying clarity and what his
latter-day successors fail to grasp at all.
Time and again in his later writings he tells us
that losing Christian faith will mean abandoning
Christian morality. No more “Love your neighbour
as yourself”; instead the will to power. No more
“Thou shall not”; instead people would live by the
law of nature, the strong dominating or eliminating
the weak. “An act of injury, violence, exploitation
or destruction cannot be ‘unjust’ as such, because
life functions essentially in an injurious, violent,
exploitative and destructive manner.” Nietzsche was
not an antisemite, but there are passages in his
writing that come close to justifying a Holocaust.
This had nothing to do with him personally and
everything to do with the logic of Europe losing its
Christian ethic. Already in 1843, a year before
Nietzsche was born, Heinrich Heine wrote, “A drama
will be enacted in Germany compared to which the
French Revolution will seem like a harmless idyll.
Christianity restrained the martial ardor of the
Germans for a time but it did not destroy it; once
the restraining talisman is shattered, savagery
will rise again, . . . the mad fury of the berserk, of
which Nordic poets sing and speak.” Nietzsche and
Heine were making the same point. Lose the
Judeo-Christian sanctity of life and there will be
nothing to contain the evil men do when given the
chance and the provocation.
Richard Dawkins, whom I respect, partly understands this. He has said often that Darwinism is a
science not an ethic. Turn natural selection into a
code of conduct and you get disaster. But if asked
where we get our morality from, if not from science
or religion, the new atheists start to stammer. They
tend to argue that ethics is obvious, which it isn’t,
or natural, which it manifestly isn’t either, and end
up vaguely hinting that this isn’t their problem.
Let someone else worry about it.
The history of Europe since the eighteenth
century has been the story of successive attempts
to find alternatives to God as an object of worship,
among them the nation state, race and the
Communist manifesto. After this cost humanity two
world wars, a Cold War and a hundred million lives,
we have turned to more pacific forms of idolatry,
among them the market, the liberal democratic state

and the consumer society, all of which are ways of
saying that there is no morality beyond personal
choice so long as you do no harm to others.
Even so, the costs are beginning to mount up.
Levels of trust have plummeted throughout the
West as one group after another – bankers, CEOs,
media personalities, parliamentarians, the press –
has been hit by scandal. Marriage has all but
collapsed as an institution, with 40 per cent of
children born outside it and 50 per cent of marriages
ending in divorce. Rates of depressive illness and
stress-related syndromes have rocketed especially
among the young. A recent survey showed that the
average 18 to 35 year-old has 237 Facebook friends.
When asked on how many they could rely in a crisis,
the average answer was two. A quarter said one.
An eighth said none.
None of this should surprise us. This is what a
society built on materialism, individualism and
moral relativism looks like. It maximises personal
freedom but at a cost. As Michael Walzer puts it:
“this freedom, energizing and exciting as it is, is
also profoundly disintegrative, making it very
difficult for individuals to find any stable communal
support, very difficult for any community to count
on the responsible participation of its individual
members. It opens solitary men and women to
the impact of a lowest common denominator,
commercial culture.”
In my time as Chief Rabbi, I have seen two highly
significant trends. First, parents are more likely than
they were to send their children to faith schools.
They want their children exposed to a strong
substantive ethic of responsibility and restraint.
Second, religious people, Jews especially, are more
fearful of the future than they were. Our newly
polarized culture is far less tolerant than old, mild
Christian Britain.

Opponents

In one respect the new atheists are right. The
threat to Western freedom in the twenty-first
century is not from fascism or communism but from
a religious fundamentalism combining hatred of the
other, the pursuit of power and contempt for
human rights. But the idea that this can be defeated
by individualism and relativism is naive almost
beyond belief. Humanity has been here before. The
precursors of today’s scientific atheists were
Epicurus in third century BCE Greece and Lucretius
in first century Rome. These were two great
civilizations on the brink of decline. Having lost their
faith they were no match for what Bertrand Russell
calls “nations less civilized than themselves but not
so destitute of social cohesion.” The barbarians win.
They always do.
The new barbarians are the fundamentalists who
seek to impose a single truth on a plural world.
Though many of them claim to be religious, they are
actually devotees of the will to power. Defeating
them will take the strongest possible defence of
freedom, and strong societies are always moral
societies. That does not mean that they need be
religious. It is just that, in the words of historian
Will Durant, “There is no significant example in
history, before our time, of a society successfully
maintaining moral life without the aid of religion.”

None of this should
surprise us. This is
what a society built on
materialism, individualism
and moral relativism
looks like.

I have no desire to convert others to my
religious beliefs. Jews don’t do that sort of thing.
Nor do I believe that you have to be religious to be
moral. But Durant’s point is the challenge of our
time. I have not yet found a secular ethic capable of
sustaining in the long run a society of strong
communities and families on the one hand, altruism,
virtue, self-restraint, honour, obligation and trust on
the other. A century after a civilization loses its soul
it loses its freedom also. That should concern all of
us, believers and non-believers alike.

Opponents are evidence that
you are moving forward.
Their power comes from your fear of them.
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MTC Favorites

tried and true recipes
Oven Roasted Pickled Brisket
Delicious either hot or cold
INGREDIENTS
4 – 5 lb. pickled brisket or top rib
2 tsp. dry mustard
2 tsp. paprika
1/3 c. brown sugar, packed
2 tbsp. honey

DIRECTIONS
Wash spices off meat. Dry well. Line a roasting
pan with a double thickness of tinfoil large
enough to wrap roast completely. Place meat on
foil; sprinkle with seasonings and brown sugar
on all sides. Drizzle honey over and rub into meat.
Wrap tightly. Bake at 325°F about 3 hours, or
until tender.
Yield: 8 servings
Note: Leftover meat may be used to make filling
for knishes, blintzes, kreplach, etc. May also be
sliced and frozen for a future meal.

Apple Streusel Cake
INGREDIENTS
TOPPING
1/2 c. margarine, cut in chunks
1 1/4 c. flour
1/2 c. sugar
3/4 tsp. cinnamon
FILLING
8
apples, peeled, cored & halved
1/3 c. sugar
1 tsp. cinnamon
2 tbsp. flour
BATTER
2
eggs
1 c.
sugar 1 tsp. vanilla
1/2 c. oil
3/4 c. orange or apple juice
2 c.
flour
3 tsp. baking powder
1/2 tsp. salt

DIRECTIONS
1. Mix ingredients for topping until crumbly.
Empty into a small bowl.
2. Slice apples thinly. Transfer apples to a large
bowl and mix with remaining ingredients for
filling.
3. In a large mixer bowl, beat eggs with sugar
and vanilla. Add oil and beat 1 minute longer.
While machine is running, add juice and mix
for a few seconds. Add dry ingredients. Mix
just until flour disappears.
4. Pour the batter into a greased and floured
9” x 13” baking pan. Spread apples evenly
over batter. Sprinkle with topping. Bake at
350°F for 50 to 60 minutes, until cake
tests done.
Yield: 15 servings.
May be frozen, but topping will become moist
from the apples.
Adapted from The Pleasures
of Your Food Processor,
by Norene Gilletz
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8:00 pm
28 Cleve Road, Hampstead

visit www.themtc.com/kabbalahclass
to watch it live and view previous classes

SPONSORED BY
THE MIRYAM & BATYA MEDICOFF LECTURE FOUNDATION

